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Abstract 
We describe the use of neural networks for optimization and inference associated with a variety of complex 
systems. We show how a string formalism can be used for parallel computer decomposition, message routing and 
sequential optimizing compilers. We extend these ideas to a general treatment of spatial assessment and distributed 
artificial intelligence. 
1: Introduction 
We study a variety of complex systems using neural networks to address their simulation and control as well 
as the solution of associated optimization problems. We illustrate our methods with two broad classes of problems; 
routing and optimal code generation for sequential and parallel computers; trajectory determination and data fusion 
for distributed artificial intelligence. Our techniques are naturally highly parallel and we use concurrent computers 
in several of our simulations and explicit implementations. 
In Sec. 2, we describe complex systems and the basic "string" or "worldline" formalism with both the neural 
network and path integral methods. This uses a generalized travelling salesman problem as its motivation. In Sec. 
3, we discuss static, or more precisely adiabatic, complex systems and our original application to decomposition or 
load balancing of problems onto parallel computers. In Secs. 4 and 5, we extend these ideas to static 
(neural-compiler) and dynamic (neural-controller) message routing and optimal code generation for sequential 
computers. Combining the ideas of these sections leads to the possibility of a neural network based optimizing 
compiler with static or dynamic decomposition and vectorization. 
In Sec. 6, we discuss a simple trajectory optimization problem involving navigation in a varied terrain. We 
relate this to the path integral formulation of classical dynamics. We continue these ideas in Sec. 6D with a propo- 
sal for neural network based image processing and general distributed artificial intelligence applications. We 
hypothesize that neural networks can be applied to both the image analysis and the situation assessment aspects of 
these problems. 
In the final Sec. 7, we describe further research areas. These include deeper exploration of the statistical and 
path integral physics analogies. We also comment on a new approach to parallel event-driven simulations. 
2: Complex Systems and the String Formalism 
2A: Complex Systems 
We have always liked the definition of complex systems given in the prospectus of the Santa Fe Institute. 
"The Need for New Options in Education and Research 
The transformation of society by the scientific revolution of the 19th and 20th centuries is about to be oversha- 
dowed by even more sweeping changes arising from a growing ability to understand the complex mechanisms 
which are central to human concems. The technology base of the new revolution will be provided by almost 
unimaginably powerful computers together with the mathematical and experimental tools and associated 
software which are essential to achieving an understanding of complexity. Complex systems contain large 
numbers of coupled elements. The strength of the interactions between elements varies with time, space, and 
the nature of the surrounding environment which may also change with time. Such systems can adapt to their 
environments. Examples of adaptive, complex systems include biological evolution, learning, and neural 
processes, intelligent computers, protein chemistry, much of pbthology, and medicine, human behavior, and 
economics. 
It is becoming increasingly evident that understanding complex systems demands mutually supportive research 
conducted by scholars representative of a broad spectrum of the intellectual community ranging from 
mathematics and the natural sciences to the humanities. Society must find new ways to nurture the necessary 
convergences of academic disciplines and other critical resources. Present-day academic institutions are not 
well designed to meet this increasingly urgent need." 
In our earlier papers, we considered systems that were either static or at worst varied slowly; we called the 
latter adiabatic. However, central to much of this paper will be dynamic systems illustrated and contrasted with the 
simpler static case in Fig. 1. 
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We associate with any complex system a data domain or "space". If the system corresponds to a real or simu- 
lated physical system then this data domain is a typically three dimensional space. In such a simulation, the system 
consists of a set of objects labelled by index i and is determined by the positions xi ( t )  at each time t . As shown in 
Fig. 1, the data domain consists of a set of interconnected nodes and this forms what we call the computational 
graph. This is defined by a time slice of the full complex system. 
DYNAMIC STATIC 
1. Static and dynamic complex systems defined in "Space" - "Time". 
Other complex systems have more abstract data domains: 
In a computer chess program, the data domain or "space" is the pruned tree-like structure of possible moves. 
In matrix problems, the data domain is either a regular two dimensional grid for full matrices or a complex 
subset of this for sparse matrices. 
In the parallel decomposition considered in Sec. 3, we consider the complex system formed by the parallel 
computer; its computational graph is formed by the nodes (memories) of the computer and the interconnection 
of the graph is determined by the architecture (topology) of the computer. 
In the sequential neural compiler considered in Sec. 5, the space of the underlying complex system consists of 
possible locations of variables i.e., of the memory, cache, registers and CPU of the computer. 
In a physical simulation, the complex system evolves with time and is specified by the nature of the computa- 
tional graph at each time. If we are considering a statistical physics or Monte Carlo approach, then we no longer 
have a natural time associated with the simulation. Rather, the complex system is evolved iteratively or by Monte 
Carlo sweeps. We will find it useful to view this evolution or iteration label similarly to time in a simple time 
stepped simulation. We thus consider a general complex system defined by a data domain which is a structure 
given by its computational graph. This structure is extended in "time" to give the "space" - "time" cylinders shown 
in Fig. 1. In our previous examples 
1) Chess: time labels depth in tree 
2) 
3) 
4) 
1) 
2)  
3) 
4) 
Matrix Algebra: time labels iteration count in iterative algorithms or "eliminated row" in a traditional full 
matrix algorithm such as Gaussian elimination. 
In the parallel decomposition, we consider static or essentially static problems with no time evolution. 
In the neural-compiler, time labels clock cycles on the target computer and it labels lines of code or steps in 
the directed graph in the software to be mapped onto the computer. 
In many areas, one is concerned with mapping one complex system into another. For instance, simulation Or 
modelling consists of a map 
(2-1) 
Nature (or system map t. Idealization or 
to be modelled) (theory) Model 
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This map would often be followed by a computer simulation which can be broken up into several maps 
Model map Numerical map Software 
P ___) 
(nunierical Fomiulation (user 
:In:llysis) coding) 
map Computer - 
(Compiler) 
Nature, the model, the numerical formulation, the software, and the computer are all complex systems. Typi- 
cally one is interested in constructing the maps to satisfy certain goals such as agreement of model with effects seen 
in nature or running the computer simulation in a minimum time. In these cases, one gets a class of optimization 
problems associated with the complex systems. One recurring theme here will be the use of simulated annealing or 
neural network methods to address these optimization problems. 
2B: The String Formalism 
Consider a complex system with basic entities labelled by p .  Then it is specified by the set of worldlines 
[x , ( t ) ]  where Q J )  is a point in the generalized "space" - "time" (data-domain, evolution label) associated with this 
system. This set of strings or paths (+((t)) are the basic degrees of freedom. In the parallel computer decomposi- 
tion problem, p labels processes and + the processor (node) number where p is located at clock cycle t .  Clearly, 
the execution time T,,, of the problem represented by this collection of processes is a functional of these paths 
Tpar E 7'" ( I X O ( ~ ) I >  IX ~ ( t )  l..Ixp (t)I (2-3) 
The minimization of Tpar is our first example of an optimization problem in the string formalism and this is 
The most straightforward approach views T,,, ,as a function of the strings and a typical minimization would 
studied in Secs. 3 and 4. 
use Monte Carlo or simulated annealing. As shown in Fig. 2, one considers local changes in paths 
I+ ( r ) l  -+ Ix,(t)I' (2-4) 
and recovers a formalism very similar to that used in lattice gauge theories and quantum chemistry. 
qP & ,t ) describing the string p . The binary variables q, are defined so that 
The alternative formalism uses the trick, due to Hopfield and Tank, where one introduces redundant variables 
qp Q,t)  =1 if string p is atQ,t) (2-5) 
= 0 if string p does not pass through & , r )  
For each t value, the string only passes through one (x , t )  value and this is enforced by adding a syntax term 
T,~,. -+ T~~ + const. CC rl, Q J )  - u ~  (2-6) 
t x  
which is zero when the constraint is satisfied and otherwise positive. 
local 
change 
0 
Plaquette 
2. A typical local trajectory (smng) change used in a Monte Carlo approach to the 
string formalism. The original string & ( f )  J is changed to [ x , ( f ) )  . 
Often we will extend this trick by replacing quantities like Tpw by approximations Exact constraints - 
such as that the C.P.U. for the neural-compiler can only execute one instruction at a time are replaced by penalty 
functions that "encourage" this. The combination of the trick (2-5) and penalty functions, allows one to express 
complex optimization problems in a simple - often local - form with seemingly difficult constraints expressed 
easily if redundantly. 
We will find, in several cases, two variants of the space-time minimization problem. In the most straightfor- 
ward but computationally intense formulation, one solves the full optimization problem over the full space time 
region. Alternatively, one can use a window approach where if to is the current time, the state of the system at 
time to  + 1 is found by using a window to  I r I to + At (here At>l  corresponds to several steps in t )  with the full 
string dynamics. The "future" t > t o  + At is represented as an average over possibilities. In the physics analogy 
where objective functions like T,,, are thought of as Hamiltonians, H ,  then this future average leads to external 
fields in H .  This is the neural-controller approach which is computationally less intense and further is insensitive 
to uncertainities in future data. Of course, the reliability of this approach depends on the accuracy of the "future" 
average. Annual Simulation Symposium 
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3: Decomposition of Adiabatic Problems 
We consider the simplification of (2-2), namely the formal map 
where we ignore important but distinct issues concemed with the intermediate steps such as software and numerical 
formulation. In this section, we consider cases that are either static or essentially so. Under these conditions, we 
are mapping the computational graph onto the computer. This load balancing or decomposition for parallel comput- 
ers becomes a min-cut and equal weight graph partitioning problem. Consider for definiteness the finite element 
problem [Flower:87] shown in Fig. 3 where the strains in a plate require the unequal distribution of elements indi- 
cated in the figure. Suppose we wish to simulate this system on a 16 node parallel computer with a two dimen- 
sional mesh (or more generally hypercube) topology. If the elements had been uniformly distributed, then the equal 
area decomposition shown in Fig. 4(a) would be appropriate. However, although this would give modest and local 
node to node communication, it does lead to severe load imbalance shown in Fig. 4(b). We need to distribute the 
elements so that we minimize the appropriate sum of communication and calculation. The relative weights of these 
two terms depends on the characteristics of the target hardware. 
Formally, one needs to minimize 
max Ci 
nodes i 
(3-2) 
where Ci is the total computation time for calculation and communication. We choose to replace this mini-max 
problem by a least squares [Fox:88mm] minimization of 
E =cc; (3-3) 
i 
Suppose m (m ') label the nodal points of the computational graph. Then 
Ci = [x Comm(m,m') + Cafc(m)]  
mei m' 
l i M  
IO m 
(3-4) 
where it takes time Cafc ( m )  to simulate m and time Comm(m', m )  to communicate necessary information from m' 
to m. If we consider the case where we can neglect the quadratic communication terms, then 
C; =: const. Comm (m m '1 (3-5a) 
m,m' form in i 
d m' li&d IO m 
+ C Calc(m) Calc(m') (3-5b) 
m ,m' 
m m  in i 
3. A finite meP~l gcnerated by NASTRAN. The mesh is symmetric about 4(a) .A simple equal a=a decomposition of the mesh shown in ~ i g .  3 for a 16 ,iode 
4(b).The unequal workload corresponding to distribution shown in Fig. 4(a). 
the horizontal division and only the top haif is shown in derail. machinc. 
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The two terms in Eq. (3-5) have an interesting interpretation with a physics analogy where m ,m ' are particles 
which interact if they are linked in the computational graph. We consider these particles as moving in a space 
formed by the nodes and linkage of the parallel computer. Then (3-5a) is an attractive long range force which is 
minimize: when m and m' are in the same node. It is a function of the distance in the "computer space" between 
m and m ; this function depends on the hardware topology and the nature of message routing on the computer; 
Equation (3-5b) represents a repulsive short range potential which is maximized and only nonzero when m and m 
are in the same node i. 
Our graph partitioning problem has been turned into one of finding the ground state of this physics system. 
This is formally an NP complete problem, but it is important to note that we only require an approximate solution; 
the use of a high level language has already compromised our performance (value of E) by a factor of two com- 
pared to optimal microcoding. We can certainly afford to "throw away" another 20% or so with an approximate as 
opposed to an exact minimization of E. 
A natural physics approach uses the methods of statistical mechanics; this is the Monte Carlo or simulated 
annealing approach. It provides a convenient language for discussing time varying systems. We can view the 
hardware or software system which achieves the approximate minimization of Eq. (3-3) as a heat bath which equili- 
brates the system. If the problem is rapidly varying we can only maintain the system in equilibrium at some finite 
temperature T and we do not have time to find the true ground state [Fox:85a, Fox:88mm]. The techniques dis- 
cussed here are appropriate for adiabatic systems which vary sufficiently slowly that the computational graph can 
be viewed as static and there is time for a reasonable minimization of Eq. (3-3) [Koller:88d]. 
Typical results for the problem of Figs. 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 5. We have succeeded in dividing the mesh 
into roughly equal collections of nodal points; moreover each set is approximately square so as to minimize edge or 
communication effects. 
Decomposition onto a hypercube naturally suggests a neural network formalism which is in fact quite general. 
Let point m reside in processor P(m) and let this processor be labelled by a binary number with 
0, (P (m) )  = 0, ( m )  being the a'th bit of this processor label. If we have N = 2d processors, then we associate d 
neural variables 0, (m) with each point m. As described in [Fox:88e], it is straightforward to express Ci in terms 
of oa (m) and write down the Hopfield and Tank minimization formulae for (3-3) [Hopfield 861. Using multiscale 
techniques, one can show that it takes time of order M log M log N to minimize (3-3) with a neural network 
method on a system of size M. This is typically much faster than simulation time which is at least of order a large 
constant times M for a system that has an essentially constant computational graph for a large time interval - the 
definition of an adiabatic system. Both simulation and decomposition performance can be speeded up by a factor of 
order N on the parallel computer. Koller has implemented a load balancer for the iPSC/l hypercube where simula- 
tion and balancer run as separate tasks on each node of the hypercube [Koller:88a, Koller:88d]. 
Originally, we had expected decomposition to be difficult but we now believe it to be quite straightforward to 
obtain adequate although non-optimal decompositions. As well as simulated annealing and neural networks, there 
are a variety of simple ad-hoc but satisfactory heuristic methods [Fox:88nn, Williams:87, Barhen:88b, Chen:88, 
Ercal:88, Livingston:88]. We have used these methods routinely for both finite element and particle dynamics prob- 
lems [Williams:88a, Flower:87, Lyzenga:88, Williams:88d]. 
DECOMPOSITION A F T E R  ANNEALING 
- PROCESSOR 
5W. The "optimal" decomposition found in [Flower:871 using simulated nnnenlinp and 
Xb).The appmximntely equal workload for the decomposition of Fig. 5Q). 
the formalism described in Sec. 3. 
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I 4  
4: Decomposition of Dynamic Problems 
The methods of Sec. 3 are not applicable to irregular time dependent problems such as event driven simula- 
tions and computer chess. Moreover, there is an interesting class of very regular problems which exhibit a rhythmic 
or cyclical computational graph for which one also needs to extend the ideas of Sec. 3.  Two examples are shown 
in Figs. 6 and 7 for the message routing and combining switch problems. The latter is found in matrix-vector mul- 
tiplication when both matrix M and vector x are distributed [Fox:88h, Fox:88e, Fox:88a]. Consider 
yj = Mji xi (4-1) 
Y, = y y  
1 
If one sums over all values Mji xi in each node I ,  then this becomes 
I 
or the accumulation of many (= number of components of y) global sums. The analytic solution of this is known 
as the algorithm fold in [Fox:86e] and illustrated in Fig. 7. 
In the physics analogy of Sec. 3,  one might consider the separate y/') as particles. However, these must move 
in a correlated fashion through the nodes of the computer in a way such that y j  and y?' are combined (added) 
when they "collide" at a common node "on the way" from (II) and (I,) to the destination node J containing y j .  
The physics analogy is incomplete as we have an instantaneous energy function but no equations of motion. 
Rather, we use the worldline formalism introduced in Sec. 2 and consider as degrees of freedom the complete time 
dependent strings which terminate at one end on y j  in J and at the other end on y y ) .  We must drape these strings 
on the computer nodes so as to minimize the total time. In a traditional physics problem, one can use either a path 
integral or equations of motion formulation. Here only the former seems possible and one must regard the paths 
and not the instantaneous particles as the basic degrees of freedom. 
(1,) 
.. .". .. . . . . ...U ...U 
I f 1  k Z  
Dynamic Routing of Messages 
Final Locations 
/ 
n1cssngc Initial Locations (Nodes) 
Neural-Router dynamically routes messages given current 
message location and destination 
6. A message routing schematic of the problem addressed by thc neural-router. 
In [Fox:87a, Fox:88fl, initial results are presented for this combining switch using neural networks for the con- 
troller or "window" formulation mentioned at the end of Sec. 2. The neural networks include terms that 
- Repel strings corresponding to different sums yl, and yJ2. 
* Attract strings to destination J containing yJ . 
Typical results are shown in Fig. 8 for our implementation called the neural-accumulator. We considered 16 
sums accumulated on 16 nodes for a sparse matrix M such that only a fraction f (0 If I 1) of nodes contain a 
contribution Ml,xi for each y j .  The case f = 1 is solved exactly by the analytic fold algorithm but the case f < 1 
only has an approximate deterministic solution called the clystal-accumulator [Fox%& Fox:88a]. 
Hopfield and Tank originally illustrated the neural network approach to the simple travelling salesman (TSP) 
problem. One minimizes the total travel time of a single salesman who must visit each of M cities once. Our path 
formalism can be viewed as a multiple travelling salesman method. In the original TSP, one has a single path or 
string to be routed (draped) over all the cities. In the new formalism, we have several interacting salesmen. 
Attract strings corresponding to some sum y, . 
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A = addition 
otherwise wait 
or communication 
(a) 2 Sums Interleaved on 2 Nodes 
Time 
Communication and 
Calculation Node 0 - 
Space (x) 
(b) 4 Sums Interleaved on 4 Nodes 
7 Label of Sum t 
- 0  ..... 1 
2 
- 3  
- - -  
Label of Sum 
..... 1 
2 
3 
- _ _  
Node 
Numbers 
7. The combining switch illustrated for two and four nodes. The fold algorithm is 
known analytically in this case [Fox:88h, Fox:88a] and shown in the figures. 
5: Optimizing Compilers 
In the previous section, we considered salesmen which were messages or processes moving between comput- 
ers. Here we focus on a single node and consider salesmen as variables moving between memories (registers, 
cache, main memory, paged out memory ...) and C.P.U. of a single computer. This leads us to consider our formal- 
ism for optimizing compilers. Let us illustrate our ideas with the problem of producing code for the simple C pro- 
gram: 
z = z * ( x + y ) - y  (5-1) 
As shown in Fig. 9(a), this is represented by a directed acyclic graph (dag) where we will label nodes and 
leaves of the dag by an index i. We will consider the evaluation of (5-1) on a very idealized computer with a sin- 
gle register on which all arithmetic operations are performed. 'Of course, the solution of this code generation prob- 
lem is "obvious" by inspection but it is sufficient to illustrate our neural network approach. 
We let m label the registers and memory locations in the machine, t label the clock cycle, and introduce neural 
variables q (m ,i , t )  to indicate whether quantity i is in location m at cycle t. The code generation problem is quite 
similar to the routing problem of the previous section: we construct an energy function containing syntax terms to 
ensure that 
1) Code correctly represents the program (e.g., t l  and t2 in Fig. 9(b) are created before being used), 
2) Fixed-t configurations represent possible machine states (i.e., one quantity per storage location), and 
3 )  States at consecutive times are related by a machine operation. 
We also know the values of the initial machine state q (m ,i ,0) and the desired final machine state q (m ,i ,T) 
for some appropriate T. We add terms to the energy to minimize the number of intermediate machine states, and 
use Hopfield Tank style neural network evolution equations to find a minimum of this energy. 
We have found a convenient way to build syntactic terms for even complicated constraints of the type 1,2,3) 
above. Since we ultimately interpret the neural variable q as logical variables with 1 = TRUE and 0 = FALSE, any 
constraint is some logical statement involving the q (m, i ,  t ) ,  say P ( ql, q2, ...) = TRUE. Extend the logical 
operations to fractional values of q via a A b -+ab, a \I b -+ a + b - ab,  iT 4 1 - a .  Then we penalize vio- 
lations of this constraint by adding a multiple of P to the energy. In the simple study reported in [Wilson:88], an 
appropriate coefficient was found by trial and error. 
A typical example corresponds to constraint 2)  above. Suppose q (m , i , t )  = 1 indicates that memory location 
m contains quantity i. Then we cannot store any other variables in this location, i.e., ~l (m ,j ,  t )  must be zero for 
all j # i. This constraint corresponds to a term P in the energy function E of form 
E =P=q(m,i,t)(~q(m,j,t)) (5-2) 
A (ql, q2... rewires B (Ql7 q2-J  (5-3) 
i # j  
i.e., if q(m , j , t )  =1, we require all q(m , j # i ,t) =O. More generally, we have constraints of the form 
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TlMfNG OF NEURAL-ACCUMULATOR 
/ t-' / -  
I l l  I L  
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
FRACTION f OF NON-ZERO 
ELEMENTS 'N EACH NODE 
8. Results from the neural-accumuloror described in Sec. 4 which addresses the 
dynamic irregular version of the problem shown in Fig. 7. 
(a) Very Simple Expression 
z = z * ( x + y ) - y  c.g. c : 
Intermediate C : tl = x + y  
t2 = 2 * tl 
z = t 2 - y  
Memory I 
I 
(b) Very Simple Model Computer IRegisted 
IC.P.U.I 
One - register machine, with operations 
LOAD M 
STORE M 
OP M 
OP R , M  
R + M  
M + R  
R + O P  M 
R +  R OP M 
'?(a). A simple line of code and its representation by a directed acyclic graph. 
9(b).The simple model computer discussed in Sec. 5. 
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where A and B are logical expressions i.e., functions of the q(m , i , t ) .  The constraint (5-3) corresponds to 
and a term 
In [Fox:88e], we showed that adding a noise term to the Hopfield Tank equations improved the performance of 
the resultant network for the problems of Sec. 3. We have used the same "bold network" for code generation and 
the results reported in [Fox:88ccl are encouraging. However, there is an important issue we need to address before 
a practical system could be produced. We do not need an exact minimum of the term in E corresponding to the 
execution time of the code. However, many of the syntax constraints must be exactly satisfied or else the code will 
lead to incorrect results. Our current plan is to allow small syntax violations, and use a postprocessor to repair 
them. This is a promising alternative to the all-or-nothing conventional approach to neural network optimization. It 
also provides a natural way to normalize the penalty terms in the energy: the penalty for a syntax violation should 
equal the extra execution time the postprocessor would have to add to the program to fix up the error. Note that 
the postprocessor could also be a neural network. This idea applies equally to the original travelling salesman 
neural network formulation of Hopfield and Tank, and we are currently testing its effectiveness there. 
1) 
P = B  v A  (5-4) 
= A A = A,!- in the energy function. 
The neural network approach to optimizing compilers has several attractive features: 
As our approach explicitly minimizes an analytic function, it is possible to systematically improve any solution 
- perhaps by using simulated annealing. This would allow one to adjust the compile time and optimality of 
code according to ones needs. A long extensive optimization would be appropriate before a 6000 hour CRAY 
run on a "grand challenge"; a quick non-optimal option would be appropriate when debugging. 
This method naturally incorporates the "exact" architecture of the computer in the detailed form of E .  In par- 
ticular, it should in principle be able to handle complex memory hierarchies, which are present in high perfor- 
mance computers (such as the CRAY-2) but hard to handle with conventional techniques. 
One should be able to build rather portable compilers with this technique. The manufacturer of a new RISC 
architecture multi-function superchip need only specify the particular form of E to allow a portable neural net- 
work based compiler to be used. 
The key to the viability of our new approach to computers is the performance of optimizing neural networks 
with large numbers of neurons. As pointed out in [Wilson:88], the initial naive networks break down on large sys- 
tems. We expect that careful construction of hierarchical systems and the use of more powerful optimization stra- 
tegies will lead to much better performance on large systems. However, this research is still in its infancy and we 
cannot make a firm prognosis. 
6: Distributed Artificial Intelligence 
6A: Introduction 
We believe that neural networks and the string formalism are the natural approach to many distributed artificial 
intelligence problems. An essential feature of the string method is that it preserves properly the underlying struc- 
ture of the "space" - "time" involved. When this is a physical world, the constraints of causality (finite signal and 
vehicle velocities) and terrain structure are important and difficult to handle except by some analytic cost functions 
as in the smng approach. An expert system approach would be quite appropriate when the underlying complex sys- 
tem was amorphous and without analytic structure; this would perhaps be the case if the underlying "space" is that 
formed by a set of perceptions or ideas. We are developing a neural network approach to decision making where 
the information is spatially and temporally labelled i.e., where the complex system is based on a physical world. 
Some initial results for navigation are given in Sec. 6B while the following section describes an application to video 
games. A more general application to image interpretation is sketched in 6D. 
6B: The Neural Navigator 
Our ideas are quite general but for definiteness, consider an optimal path problem where we have a collection 
of objects, which we call vehicles, in a two dimensional space. We wish to navigate the vehicles from initial start- 
ing positions to final destinations so as to minimize the travel time. In the following, we consider just two vehicles 
labelled by i= l ,  2. The essential idea is to again view the paths as the degrees of freedom and use the redundant 
neural variables v i& ,  t )  to parameterize these paths. We again need to form an energy functional E ( ( q l ) ,  (q2]) 
which incorporates both the goal (minimal travel time) and the various constraints. Perhaps the problem is best 
illustrated by typical results shown in Figs. 10 and 11. We have the two vehicles starting at the bottom of the 
figure and reaching destinations at the top. They must navigate so as to avoid each other and respect the terrain 
constraints. In this case, the latter corresponds to a collection of hills (rocks) with sharp boundaries i.e., the shaded 
areas are to be avoided. These hills consist of several randomly placed rocks and a major "range" with only a nar- 
row passable region. Our energy function E has several terms 
2) 
3) 
5 
j =O 
E = C Aj  Ej  6-11 
with variable coefficients A j  reflecting the "importance" of the constraint. Let us describe these terms qualitatively. 
We will do this in the context of the window philosophy explained in Sec. 2. We have a starting time t o  and 
only use the neural variables qi&,t) in the window to 5 t I t o  + At as the dynamical variables. The future 
t > to + At is, in principle, represented as an average over paths but in practice is approximated intuitively. 
0) The first term represents the goal of minimal travel time. Let us just note that we can go back and forth 
between a neural and conventional space time description with the simple equations. 
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Let di be the final destination of the i'th vehicle. Then we express the goal of reaching the destination by 
E o = A ,  C, [ l z i ( t+ l ) -~ ( t ) l  + lzi(t+l)-di I (6-4) 
i t  
OW7 mer 
vehiclrr wandow 
- -ai I ]  
In the examples of Figs. 10 and 11, this simple form is an adequate "average of the: future"; it would not be 
sufficient if, for instance, the narrow pass was displaced (in x )  from the destinations. We are considering a general 
multiscale method in space and time to provide a generally accurate estimate of Eo. The whole problem is first 
solved with a coarse space and time grid and this crude solution is used to estimate the goal constraint (6-4). We 
have very good experience with multiscale methods in space [Furmanski:88c , Battiti:88b] but need to extend them 
to allow variable temporal scales. 
1) The second term in Eq. (6-1) expresses the smoothness of the trajectories and is taken as 
E1 = A 1  C C, (d2xi/dt2)2 (6-5) 
i t  
MI, w i d o w  
vrluclrr 
2)  The third term ensures that the vehicles keep a reasonable distance apart and in the case of two vehicles we 
use 
E 2 = A 2  C C, exp(-Itl-t21). (6-6) 
xl x2 t l  t z  
w z d m  
exp( - 1x1 -x:!12/02) q lCx l , t l )  q 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 )  
where o is a suitable distance scale and we actually cut off sums and keep only those 3, ti where vehicles are 
close. 
3) In the current model calculations, the terrain constraint comes in two terms. In the first we represent hills and 
rocks by a function H Q )  which is zero on the level and unity in forbidden regions occupied by the hills. 
Then we constrain the vehicles to passable regions by the constraint 
E 3 = A 3  C, C, C , f f Q )  qiQ, t )  
i t x  
m r  m r  
whiclrr v~ndov 
4) We also incorporate a maximum velocity E"@) by the constraint 
where is calculated as in (6-3); actually this is not accurate and we remove "jitter" by averaging not over two but 
many time intervals in Eq. (6-3). This is appropriate as we choose the grid so that a vehicle moves about two 
space grid positions in a single time step. In Eq. ( 6 4 ,  0 is any reasonable function, such as the Heaviside func- 
tion, that is zero when its argument is negative. 
In the examples we use vi" as a constant independent of i. However, it is clear how we can use a vehicle 
(i) and position ( x_ ) dependent velocity. This would allow sophisticated knowledge of the terrain to be included 
so as to distinguish roads, fields, forests, etc. 
5 )  Finally, we have syntax constraints where we use 
The results of using conventional Hopfield Tank minimization (without the bold network or other improve- 
ments mentioned in Sec. 5) are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 
In Fig. 11, we show not only the complete paths but also a few "window" projections. The path is constructed 
as a collection of window predictions; each window had At = 5 and we only took the predictions for just the first 
two time steps in constructing the path. The figures show the last three (ignored) steps for sample starting posi- 
tions. 
Clearly, our examples, methods, and understanding are very rudimentary. However, we believe that the initial 
results are encouraging. Neural networks can be used with the string formalism to project into the future. Preten- 
tiously, we could call this "neural thought". 
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6C: A Videogame 
One amusing application of the neural-navigator is to the control of videogames. Currently a sizeable part of 
teenage America spends many hours each day at a joystick controlling Pacman and spaceships as these cardboard 
characters joumey through an idealized world fighting the good fight. Our idea is to use the neural network 
approach sketched in the previous section to control such games. Thus, our youth will use their joysticks to vary 
the coefficients A, in Eq. (6-1) rather than to directly control the motion of characters. We have started the 
development of such a game using a parallel computer, the NCUBE hypercube, as the host. We initially exploit the 
hardware parallelism with a functional decomposition; each node controls a different object. However, the neural 
networks developed in Sec. 6A allow massive parallelism and the parallel computer is a natural host. We choose 
the NCUBE because of its real time parallel graphics interface allowing high performance update of the game 
display. 
We have implemented on the NCUBE a 3D Asteroids video game [Ho:88k]. The Asteroids game features a 
battle of spacecraft in a 3D toroidal space with inert meteorites of various sizes. The game supports multi-players 
and mixed communication protocols. It can be played either in interactive or batch mode. In interactive mode a 
player can maneuver a spacecraft by keyboard or graphics tablet control. 3D visual display of the game uses the 
NCUBE Real-Time Parallel Graphics Board which has 16 NCUBE processors and a Hitachi HD63484 
drawinglvideo chip. 
The 3D "Asteroids" type of game is chosen for our initial implementation because of its simplicity. In this 
game, there are player spacecraft(s), missiles, and inert rocks of various sizes, which obey physical laws such as 
conservation of momentum and energy. Currently, spacecraft-maneuvering includes turn, yaw, thrust forward and 
backward, and missile firing. Customized maneuver and operational capabilities can be added to different classes of 
spacecraft when advanced functionalities are needed. Large rocks split into multiple smaller rocks when they col- 
lide with other objects or when they are hit by missiles. On the other hand, when player spacecraft are hit by 
rocks, missiles, or collide with other spacecraft, they lose "energy" according to a pre-determined magnitude. When 
a spacecraft's energy is exhausted, it is out of the game. 
The implementation of the game allows multiple players (spacecraft.) New players can be added at any time of 
the game. Spacecraft can be controlled either interactively by human players or by computer programs or controll- 
ers. Controllers for player spacecraft are isolated from the rest of the game. These controllers can be written in 
CrOS 111, Cubix [Fox:88a], or VERTEX, the NCUBE commercial software system. The high performance CrOS III 
software will allow excellent parallel implementation of the neural network controllers discussed in Sec. 6B. 
The design of the Asteroids videogame is highly modular in order to allow rating of novel controllers and 
there are three types of programs involved. They are the "game driver", "player", and "graphics driver" programs. 
There is only one game driver program running on a subcube of the main NCUBE array at all times of the 
game. The game driver implements the rules of the game, i.e., it evolves game objects forward in time. 
There is one player program for each player in the game, each running on a distinct subcube of the NCUBE 
array. These programs implement the different strategies for computer-controlled players. At each time step, each 
player program (controller) receives information on the current state of the game from the game driver. The player 
program can also send "moves" such as "start thrusting" or "fire missile" back to the game driver. The player pro- 
gram can also be written so that it implements an interface for an interactive human player. The program generates 
a 3-D perspective graphics display based on the received state information, gets input from the human player, inter- 
prets input as relevant "moves", and sends them to the game driver. Currently, all players will receive the same 
amount of information from the game driver. Future improvements will differentiate classes of spacecraft. Class- 
sensitive information will be sent from the game driver to the controllers. 
The graphics driver is a program that runs on the NCUBE Real-Time Parallel Graphics Board. This board has 
16 processors. An identical copy of the graphics driver program runs in parallel on the 16 processors. The graph- 
ics driver performs more than low-level graphics operations. It also handles message routing. When the game 
driver sends a message to a player and vice versa, the message is routed through the graphics board, the graphics 
driver program loaded there recognizes that the message is meant for a player, and thus performs a message for- 
warding from the graphics board to the appropriate destination, or subcube, in the NCUBE array. 
Currently, we have the basic system running but we are still experimenting with the design of an appropriate 
neural-navigator, We expect that it could be another year before a realistic neural network controller of the style 
of Sec. 6B could be implemented. Clearly, the treatment of asteroids is similar to that of terrain constraints (rocks) 
in the examples of Fig. 10 and 11. 
6D: Spatial Decision Making 
We are currently developing a sophisticated neural network based image analysis (computer vision) system 
[Furmanski:88c, Furmanski:88el. This can be combined with the ideas of Sec. 6B to produce an elegant neural net- 
work based system that will analyze and interpret general images. By image analysis, we mean the processing of 
sensory data to form a list of objects and their spatial locations. This processing involves geometric and noise 
cleanup, edge detection, stereo, optical flow, shape from shading and texture classification. We have built our sys- 
tem incorporating multiscale ideas both because we expect the need to fuse data at different resolutions and also 
because multiscale algorithms eat1 outperform conventional ones [Terzo oulos:83, Terzopoulos:86] For instance, 
conventional relaxation on a x h pixel image takes time of order N'; multiscale takes time of order NlogN 
[Battiti:Hb]. This image analysis can be viewed as producing the necessary information to allow the neural- 
navigator to predict the future i.e., it would provide the data needed in Eqs. (6-4) to (6-10). We are currently 
designing such an integrated system. We expect useful feedback to occur between the prediction and analysis sec- 
tions. We also are extending the spatial multiscale methods to the temporal domain as mentioned in Sec. 6B. 
,.. 
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7: Some Future Directions 
7A: Classical Dynamics 
can be applied directly to find exact classical trajectories. Consider a one dimensional pendulum with Hamiltonian 
Here we summarize three areas where we are extending some of the methods presente:d earlier. 
The neural network approach of Sec. 6B was presented for a rather ad hoc optimal path problem. However, it 
H = T + V  (7-1) 
T = 1 / 2 h 2  (7-2) 
v = 1/2ku2 (7-3) 
Then we can either find trajectories by the conventional Newton's law " =-b 
or by the equivalent path integral formalism 
(7-4) 
6 ,:d (T-V)dt (7-5) 
where we need to find the minimum (stationary value) of a Lagrangian L = T-V. After discretizing space and 
time, one finds exactly the problem of Sec. 6B with the energy E in Eq. (6-4) replaced by 
(7-6) L = 1/2mi2 - 112ku2 
We introduce neural variables q(x , t ) as before, and write x in terms of q using Eq. (6-3). 
We are currently investigating this problem as it is clearly one for which we have substantial intuition. We 
note that the neural network path integral formalism is much more computationally complex than direct integrations. 
However, it can be implemented efficiently on parallel machines; in particular, the SIMT) Connection Machine or 
special purpose neural network hardware. Thus, in a future world dominated by parallel machines, such path 
integral formalisms could be attractive compared to the direct sequential method of Eq. (7-4). 
In Sec. 6B, we used a separated neural variable q i ( x , t )  for each vehicle i .  If the vehicles were of identical 
type, it would be natural to use a single neural field q(x,t) representing the vehicle density. At each time instance 
t ,  one requires a given number N of the q ( x , f )  to be one and the rest zero. One would replace (6-10) by 
E s = A s  C(Cq(x, t ) -NI2 (7-7) 
f X  
In this way one could, for instance, solve several ( N )  pendula problems (with different initial conditions) simultane- 
ously. We hope to investigate this idea in the near future. 
7B: Event Driven Simulation 
The string formalism is the natural description of an event driven simulation. As shown in Fig. 12, we have 
several world lines i l  i 2  i3... interacting by events at discrete variable times t?). Nature is time stepped and a time 
driven (synchronized) simulation is the obvious formulation of a physical simulation. However, this can be very 
inefficient if the world is modelled as many macroscopic objects interacting at variable :irregular times. We nvte 
that such an event driven description of nature is usually inherently inexact as we ignore the possibility of other 
events at intermediate times. For instance, suppose we model a game of billiards where the world lines are trajec- 
tories of balls and events are collisions. In a time stepped approach we are guaranteed "exact" results as long as 
the time step is small enough; we cannot miss a collision. In an event driven approach, we can take long, ball 
dependent, time steps between collisions; this is much faster as long as we catch all collisions. 
The time stepped approach is exact, easily parallelized (the problem is loosely synchronous in the language of 
[Fox:88b] [Fox:88a]) but computationally complex. The event driven approach is faster on a sequential machine 
but hard to parallelize (asynchronous according to [Fox:88b]). As the strings interact irregularly, they cannot easily 
be evolved in parallel [Jefferson:88]. However, these problems in parallel simulation are only present if one insists 
vn exactly reproducing the sequential simulation. As the original event driven formulation is in-trinsically inexact, 
it seems natural to use an approximate simulation method. This could be either the neural network method, as 
described in Sec. 6B, or simulated annealing. In the latter case, by varying the annealing temperature one can con- 
trol the precision of the parallel simulation. 
This approach to event driven simulation was suggested to us by Dan Weiner and we: are currently looking for 
some good examples to test our ideas on. We need a case where we understand both the event and time driven 
approaches so that we can quantify the precision of the event driven approach. 
7C: Neural Networks and Statistical Physics 
Simic has extended the well known analogy between the Hopfield Tank neural networks and statistical physics. 
The usual neural network formulae follow from the mean field approximation to the analogous physics problem. 
They can be obtained from a variational principle from the thermodynamic free energy calculated from the semi- 
classical or tree level approximation. Now, clearly this does not capture all the information in the physics formula- 
tion, in particular statistical correlations due to fluctuations, and it is interesting to explore more sophisticated 
approximations. Simic has calculated the one loop contribution to the free thermodynamic energy for a range of 
spin glass like neural networks. Expanding in powers of the coupling, JI,, he finds that the first term is of the 
same order of magnitude as the tree level term, and in particular it exactly cancels the extra term introduced by Fox 
and Furmanski in the bold network [Fox:88e]. However, the next term in the expansion is of the same sign and 
similar functionality, and as we have described in Sec. 5, it will tend to flip the value of each spin improving the 
convergence of the network. This is interesting not only as a theoretical justification of the bold network but as an 
illustration of the power of the physics analogy. We are continuing this research clarifying the relation between 
neural networks, simulated annealing, statistical physics and their use in optimization and leaming [Simic:88a,b]. 
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